
 

                   BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

In the matter of           DOCKET NO.:17-035-62    

Darlene Schmidt                       RMP violation of March 6, 2018 order 

Rocky Mt. Power Corp             Refusal to provide an alternative meter system  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Pursuant to PSC’S March 6, 2018 PSC order, on September 27, 2018, RMP's field crew agreed to install 

my purchased non-RF analog meter. They asked how I would report my readings.  I would take a picture 

and email it. They accepted this report system. I had shown them the PSC March, 2018 order stating I 

could choose an alternative meter system. Later they refused to switch. I was to contact RMP.  Is RMP 

your boss? Why wouldn’t they contact PSC and ask in the order was real? 

I phoned Jason, 289856, asking him to instruct their field crew to obey PSC’s order.  He refused to allow 

my electrician to replace the RF meter with my purchased analog meter. I was given the option of having 

my meter and denied service or have their RF meter and allowed to purchase electricity. Where in the 

tariff does it deny power to those who refuse to be a slave to RMP? UT code 54-3-1 says denial of 

service occurs when payment is withheld. Exercising my right is not denying payment.   

Fred Nass said RMP's tariff is a statute that allows a customer to choose an alternative meter to the 

standard RF meter. I, Sandy police, and 2 electricians, witnessed RMP's refusal to obey PSC's order. 

Jason said they would take off the RF meter and put an RF meter back on.  Taking off an RF meter and 

putting on another RF meter is not an alternative metering system but the same standard RF metering.  

Cell phones and cordless phones are the same wireless RF` phones.  The cell phone travels for miles.  

Cordless phones may travel to the end of my property.  An alternate to the cell/cordless phones is a land 

phone. Jason refused to obey his own tariff and your order.  Why do people tremble when RMP orders 

and they do not when you do?  Why are you seen as a non-existent government? Explain to me what is 

going on.     

The analog meter is an alternative metering system like the land phone is an alternative phone system 

to wireless RF phones.  I have a land phone that no longer calls all 801 numbers nor all numbers in the SL 

valley without a long distance carrier which I am listing, but that does not change the land phone 

alternative standing.     

Jason would not tell my electrician RMP's tariff allows the customer to have an alternative metering 

system to the standard RF meter system.  He trembled and said he would not make my repairs unless I 

accepted RMP’s demand.  I did under duress.  I was willing to go without electricity until the matter was 

involved.  The news would be all over it. The fear of RMP has stripped me of hiring work done. RMP is 

the only electrical US company that is refusing to allow an analog meter to replace the standard RF 

meter system. An analog meter is the only available alternative meter system.  RMP says they do not 

have any analog meters.  I said I purchased one. Jason still refused to allow my alternative meter to be 

placed on my home that had been fitted and found would work on my private electrical box. He started 



recording our conversation.  He realized I recognized RMP's scam that both RF meters are the same 

standard meter system. He hung up. 

Why didn't the PSC order trump RMP's unwritten tariff Jason referenced?  I have read the LDS memo 

claiming a cult using opposite meanings has infiltrated the LDS Church, published by the Tanners, 

Messenger #80.  Am I dealing with a cult infiltrated UT? How do I get an audience with all 

commissioners so I know we are all on the same page? Is this fear of RMP coming from Com. White, 

former RMP employee?  Is he still on RMP’s payroll?  Are bribed being taken at PSC? The commissioners 

need to discuss these questions with me.  

I used to listen to the birds sing, now I listen to children scream.  Did RF microwave meters kill our birds 

like in other places? 

I used to have more zucchini that I could eat. I got only one from 3 plants.  Did RF microwave meters kill 

our pollinating insects? 

Did you hear how Monsanto's first suit got 289 million--20 million more than he set aside for all law 

suits? 

The pendulum is swinging towards life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.  Do I need to ask congress 

for help? 

Respectfully submitted September 27, 2018. 

 

Darlene Schmidt 


